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Abstract  
 
Muti-layer thin film coatings on precision fabricated optics such as mirrors, lens elements are 
essential to enhance the throughput of optical systems. Also thin film based optical components 
such as broad / narrow band filters, beam splitters and dichroics are used to split incoming beam 
either spatially and/or spectrally. In this talk, a variety of optical coatings over a wide spectral 
range from NUV to TIR which were developed at Thin Films Division, LEOS and used over the 
last two decades in Indian satellite systems shall be briefly touched upon. Also, functional 
coatings developed for stray light suppression, photomasks and conducting IR emissive surface 
shall be covered. Coating process standardization to meet space-qualification and MIL standard 
requirements is an essential aspect of development which shall be highlighted. 
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